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Moor Allerton Sports and Social Centre LS17 6EL
Formally Moor Allerton Memorial Institute (Commemorating War Dead) Originally Opened
25th November 1922 and moved to existing premises and opened 4th November 1971

Sir I have read the application from the above for additonal opening hours and additional Bar
hours and object to these for the following reasons.

Earlier this year an application was submitted for the Tennis Court  at the above to be
changed into a Car Park. This was not a problem however the Centre did not comply with the
application and I presume that the Planning Authority will be looking at this.

The Lights were not all put in the correct places and the entrance was moved, this was to
make access easier. Surely the Architect should have thought of this before submitting the
application. They have moved the exit ( without permission) and headlights  can sometimes
be seen in our bedroom not by all cars this depends on the Cars and how good the lights are
adjusted. Whilst this is now mainly 10.30 at the latest if the hours are increased this could be
between 11.30pm amd 12.00 midnight, lights shining in our bedroom is not acceptable.This is
only since the exit line was changed.

The position of the lights is another problem but the Planners need to look at this before they
fully sign off.

Also I understand that the existing licence is for music to stop at 10.30 pm and that all doors
and windows should be closed whenever there is a function something which did not happen
one Sunday earlier this year. The Centre are aware of this but if the Centre is let out to
outside bodies and they are only using this for one night if the evening is warm they will open
all windows and doors and the loud music will be intrusive, there does not seem to be
anyone on the Committee of the Centre who police this,  and if they are increasing the hours
then this loud intrusive music will be a nuisance to all the neighbours something that I do not
think  we should have to put up with. There is also the noise that  will be made by people
attending a function ordering a taxi and walking to Stonegate Road along the access road to
the Centre  behind my house making noise that is appropriate with groups after consuming
alchohol and this will be after 11.30pm.  The lights in the new parking area will also be lit
until at lease 12 midnight or later then the Caretaker has to close the metal gate which always
make a clunk and this wil be after midnight.
Why should neighbours have to put up with this in a predominantly Residential area.

The main members of the Centre who play bowls and cards and other daytime early evening
functions are not a problem but they take place in sociable hours this application is for
unsocialable  hours and I do not see that neighbours should have to accept Car doors and
rowdiness taking place at this late hour the existing arrangements are enough.

I would ask that you reject this application as the Centre is too near to many houses and
whilst the normal activities are not a problem hiring the Premises out for gain and raising the
noise level which is a nuisance factor and is not convivial with a  Residential Area.

The houses were build before the Centre was built in the position it is now and upto now
there has not been a problem but I can see a lot of problems in the future if you allow this.
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